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Abstract
Artificial intelligence methods based on deep learning (DL) have recently made significant progress in many different areas

including free text classification and sentiment analysis. We believe that corporate governance is one of these areas, where

DL can generate very valuable and differential knowledge, for example, by analyzing the biographies of independent

directors, which allows for qualitative modeling of their profile in an automatic way. For this technology to be accepted it

is important to be able to explain how it generates its results. In this work we have developed a six-dimensional labeled

dataset of independent director biographies, implemented three recurrent DL models based on LSTM and transformers

along with four ensembles, one of which is an innovative proposal based on a multi-layer perceptron (MLP), trained them

using Spanish language and economics and finance terminology and performed a comprehensive test study that demon-

strates the accuracy of the results. We have also performed a complete study of explainability using the SHAP method-

ology by comparatively analyzing the developed models. We have achieved a mean error (MAE) of 8% in the modeling of

the open text biographies, which has allowed us to perform a case study of time analysis that has detected significant

variations in the composition of the Standard Expertise Profile (SEP) of the boards of directors, related to the crisis of the

period 2008–2013. This work shows that DL technology can be accurately applied to free text analysis in the finance and

economic domain, by automatically analyzing large volumes of data to generate knowledge that would have been

unattainable by other means.
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1 Introduction

Independent directors represent a very significant fraction

of the decision-making capacity on the boards of directors

of companies listed on the Spanish stock exchange. Each

year, the Annual Corporate Governance Report is pub-

lished on the website of the National Securities Market

Commission (CNMV). This report is made available to the

investors and scientific community as part of the open data

repertoire, but its format is unstructured free text which

greatly complicates its analysis. An important part of this

report are the biographies of the independent directors. In

order to model and analyze the operation of these compa-

nies and to understand the reasons behind their main

strategic decisions, it is very important to know the back-

ground and professional career of the independent direc-

tors. But the analysis of this information must be done

manually, and therefore, requires large amounts of

resources given the large number of people, companies and

years involved. The development of learning enhancement

techniques in the last years has greatly improved the per-

formance of deep learning (DL) models and, as a conse-

quence, the fields in which their application is a success

story have increased significantly. In particular, the use of

DL recurrent networks generates very good results in the

field of text classification [1–3] and sentiment analysis

[4–6]. Models based on recurrent neural networks, such as

BERT [7] and LSTM [8] provide very promising results in

natural language processing and open the door to a large

number of applications in many different areas [9–11]. We

believe that corporate governance is an area, where DL-

based models can generate valuable insight. In this work

we propose to analyze the biographies of independent

directors to carry out an automated qualitative modeling of

their profile.

The excellent ability of DL models to interpret com-

plexity through a generic training stage is the main

advantage and technological breakthrough of DL. The

main reason for this success is the huge amount of

parameters it is able to train and manage, which gives it

great adaptability and learning capacity in very complex

environments. This great advantage is also the origin of its

main drawback, which is the difficulty in the reasoning

capacity for explaining the decision-making process

employed, i.e., its interpretability. The ability to interpret

the decisions made by a model is as important as its ability

to model complex systems. DL models should not be used

as black boxes but should be provided with analytical tools

to justify their decision generation process.

In this paper we propose to take advantage of the

excellent natural language analysis features of DL models

based on recurrent networks to analyze the biographies of

independent directors. For this purpose, we propose three

recurrent DL models and four ensembles, one of them in

turn an MLP. These seven models generate a conceptual

classification based on regression of the professional pro-

files of the boards of directors. To feed these models we

have created a six-dimensional labeled dataset of inde-

pendent director biographies. The models were initially

trained with texts in the Spanish language together with

specific books in the financial field and business manage-

ment. Finally, the models were trained with our six-di-

mensional dataset and a test study was carried out on a

dataset not used in the training phase. This study shows the

statistical characteristics of our proposal and serves as the

basis for the case study carried out. An important contri-

bution of this work is the interpretability analysis per-

formed based on [12]. In this analysis, a framework is

developed to link the responses generated by our models

with the main elements that have been taken into consid-

eration to generate these responses. Finally, using the

results of our DL models on a wide dataset, a case study

has been carried out from the perspective of time evolution

of the Standard Expertise Profile (SEP) in corporate man-

agement which reveals very interesting trends in the pre-

crisis, crisis and post-crisis periods of the period (2004,

2020).

The main contributions of this work are the creation of

our own dataset with more than a thousand labeled entries

of biographies of independent directors, the training and

adjustment of three state-of-the-art DL models together

with four ensembles one of which is an innovative MLP-

based proposal that significantly improves model accuracy,

the test study carried out to characterize our proposal, an

interpretability study that facilitates understanding the

mechanism of generation of results of our model and,

finally, the case study carried out with our best model in

which the SEP index is proposed to represent the influence

of the biographies of the independent directors in the

companies management.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In

Sect. 2 we show other scientific proposals close to ours, in

Sect. 3 we present our dataset, the DL models, we describe

the training phase and perform a test study, in Sect. 4 we

make an interpretability study of our models, in Sect. 5 we

show the results of our best model applied to a full business

administration dataset and, finally, the conclusions are

shown in Sect. 6.

2 Related work

Statistical language modeling seeks to assign probabilities

to different linguistic levels such as word, sentence, para-

graph or document. In this area, multiple works have been
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proposed in recent years in a wide range of application

areas. The models whose results are most promising are

those based on DL, such as LSTM [8] and BERT [7, 13].

Conneau et al. [1] proposes to improve the basic LSTM

model by adding a deep convolutional network that

demonstrates a clear improvement in the problem of text

classification, categorization and sentiment analysis. Sim-

ilarly, Lyu and Liu [3] combines bidirectional RNNs to

obtain word representation information that is analyzed by

a CNN to extract features about the importance of each

word. The results show a clear advantage over pure RNN

models.

In the area of sentiment analysis and automatic senti-

ment-biased report generation, Radford et al. [4] proposes

a multiplicative LSTM model that significantly improves

training times and reduces the amount of labeled data

required to achieve results within the state-of-the-art. In a

similar application domain, Mnassri et al. [5] combines

BERT models with LSTM and CNN to classify hate-sen-

timent text on Twitter. Their results are especially

promising when combining the basic models into ensem-

bles with different heuristics. Similarly, [14] performs a

detailed study of the performance of transformer-based

pre-trained language model for classification of depression

intensity using Tweets.

In the Fintech field, [15] reviews the most influential

technologies in this area, including AI and DL. Similarly,

[16] reviews the literature related to ML and DL in the

context of the financial services industry. [17] shows a

practical application of the DL word2vec model to conduct

a comprehensive study of corporate culture of different

institutions. To train their models they use the earning calls

of multiple companies over the period 2001–2018. The

results with word2vec show good correlation with external

test data which validates this DL technique in the field of

corporate culture analysis.

In the context of DL, the trend in scientific work is a

progressive increase in the size and complexity of the

models, giving rise to an increasing problem of inter-

pretability of their results. Tjoa and Guan [18] carries out a

survey of interpretability and explainability analysis

methods on complex DL models and categorizes them in

the medical field. Lundberg and Lee [12] proposes SHap-

pley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) as a unified framework

for interpretability analysis based on assessing the indi-

vidual importance of each token involved in the prediction.

This proposal allows for an intuitive and generic mecha-

nism for interpretability analysis in complex systems.

Lapuschkin et al. [19] analyzes the interpretability of DL

models and proposes the spectral relevance analysis to

characterize and validate this type of models generating

also accurate information about reliability of the

predictions.

3 Methods

In this paper we propose several DL models to automati-

cally characterize professional profiles based on the

description of the free text biographies of the boards of

directors of Spanish listed companies. To this end, this

section describes the datasets used, the models developed,

the training procedure and characteristics and, finally, a test

analysis that characterizes the quality of the models

developed.

3.1 Datasets

The data used were taken from the Annual Corporate

Governance Report (ACGR) and correspond to 10,000?

biographies written in Spanish language of the independent

directors of Spanish listed companies in the period

2004–2020. Each biography consists of natural language

free text with variable size and no common rules, which

describes the curriculum vitae of each director each year.

To extract information from the biographies of public

reports, web scraping and complex analysis of PDF files

were used. Each of the 10,000? biographies obtained was

written differently from all the others. Since there are no

rules to describe the professional profile, the generation of

the descriptive text of each biography has an important

non-deterministic component. Therefore, there is a great

variability in the writing, some profiles are described with a

few words, others occupy paragraphs of more than 30 lines

of text and the prose style is very different between them.

Figure 1 shows the details of the dataset, its composi-

tion, treatment and relationship with the training, valida-

tion, test and exploitation process. Firstly, the repertoire of

biographies was preprocessed to eliminate unaccepted

characters, writing errors, empty entries, erroneous for-

matting, nested character sequences, information added in

the extraction process and other common situations arising

when accessing open and highly unstructured data. Next,

the data were cleaned. To do this, firstly those entries with

errors such as lack of information, exchange of fields or the

existence of erroneous fields were identified and corrected

and, secondly, those entries with repeated information due

to alias problems were corrected, that is, different entries

referring to the same people but who had not been identi-

fied as such. As a result of this data cleaning process, 6564

validated entries were obtained with information on the

professional profiles of independent directors. In addition

to the CV, also the gender, the company name and the

business sector were identified.

To characterize the professional profile of the biogra-

phies, a six-dimensional representation system was

designed. That is, for each profile a numerical value is
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assigned for each dimension that is linked to the intensity

of the professional experience in said dimension. Six

dimensions were identified according to their special rele-

vance in the financial and business environment: Financial

(F), Executive/Consultant (E/C), Audit/Tax/Accountant

(A/T/A), Legal (L), Political (P) and Academic (Ac). The

justification from the financial and business management

point of view of the use of these six dimensions is made in

Sect. 5. The main details of the dataset are explained next.

Linking a free text describing a person’s biography to

one or more of these dimensions is not an error-free

mathematical process. On the contrary, it is a qualitative

procedure that must be performed by an expert. A total of

1043 entries in the training set were labeled by a human

expert and each entry was assigned a value between 0 and 1

with one significant digit for each of the six dimensions,

quantitatively approximating an expert’s qualitative

assessment. It is possible that the same person can have the

maximum value in more than one dimension, which means

that he/she has reached the maximum categorization in

more than one area. The DL techniques in this work use

this dataset to implement a regression model that mimics

the human model for characterizing biographies.

Of the 1043 labeled biographies, 100 are separated to

carry out the test study, which is essential to know the

behavior and generalization capacity of our model. This

dataset is called the test set. The remaining 943 entries

were used in the training iterations, 754 for training and

189 for validation and decision making on hyperparameters

at the end of each epoch.

3.2 Models

In this work we use deep learning models for text analysis

which aim to estimate the probability distribution of the

words that conform a directors’ CV and output the

regression values for each individual profile. In order to

perform a comparative analysis of interpretability, three

different DL models have been constructed. In this way it

is possible to generate different explanations for the

inferences generated by each model in order to compare the

different interpretations. The interpretability study allows

to know the strengths and weaknesses of each model and

thus improves the understanding and explanatory capabil-

ity of the regression results obtained.

Two different architectures have been used, ASGD

Weight-Dropped LSTM neural networks (AWD-LSTM)

and transformers. AWD-LSTM neural networks [8] bases

on a classic RNN-LSTM which implements the concept of

sequence, while introducing new regularization techniques

that mitigate the tendency of LSTMs to overfit to the

training data. The transformer architecture was first intro-

duced in [13]. Here, we use two variations of this archi-

tecture, BERT and RoBERTa. BERT [7, 20] architecture

has been pre-trained with a large Spanish corpus [21].

Transformers in BERT allow for both a deeper training due

to parallelization and better context inference thanks to

their attention mechanism. RoBERTa [22] is an enhanced

version of BERT with improved training methods.

RoBERTa main improvements are the dynamic modifica-

tion of the mask patterns applied in the training phase by

replicating the training data, the modification of the next

sentence prediction (NSP) loss function and the training

with larger sequences and for more epochs with bigger

Fig. 1 Description of the dataset

created in relation to the

training and test of the models
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batches. Figure 2 shows the main characteristics of the

models used in this work.

Based on the three models developed, four ensembles

were also proposed to reduce the negative worst-case

effects of each model:

• Average: this is the simplest model and is based on the

average of the three values.

• Median: takes the central value of the ordered values

obtained from the three models.

• Majority: takes the inferences of the three models,

analyzes them qualitatively and generates the demo-

cratic majority as its response. In other words, a

response is generated based on the majority trend of the

three models. In the case of three qualitatively incom-

patible responses, one model is given priority over the

others.

• Stacking: a simple MLP has been added that takes as

input the outputs of the three models and generates a

new prediction based on the selection of specific

components according to criteria learned in the training

process. The training process takes, for each epoch, the

outputs generated by the three models together with the

label generated by the human expert, thus generating an

internal representation of the quality of each model with

respect to each of the six dimensions.

The last ensemble described, stacking, is actually a new

MLP model that is trained to adjust the outputs of the three

main models, LSTM, BERT and RoBERTa. In the training

process, this new model learns the biases that each of the

three base models have with respect to each of the six

dimensions described in Sect. 3.1, namely F, E/C, A/T/A,

L, P and Ac. As a result, this ensemble selects the best of

the three models using the best characteristics that each of

the base models has for each of the dimensions.

Depending on the complexity and resources used in the

design of the stacking ensemble, a wide range of results

can be obtained. Those shown in this work have been

achieved with a simple version of the MLP, using a single

hidden layer. In order to know the hypothetical maximum

optimization upper bound, a study of the best possible

stacking ensemble has been carried out. This is a model

that reproduces the behavior of a stacking ensemble when

it has an ideally large number of assigned resources. This

variant of the stacking ensemble is called Lower bound and

its value is represented and explained in the Sect. 3.4. This

is an ideal approximation that cannot be achieved in

practice and is included only for comparative purposes.

Fig. 2 Architecture of the

LSTM and transformed-based

models
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3.3 Training

The training phase has been done for the Spanish language,

which is the language used in the reports of listed com-

panies. Training is made up of four phases (see Fig. 3), in

which the first three have been designed based on [2]. The

first phase corresponds to the basic training in Spanish

language to obtain a language model that adjusts the

probability distribution of words in specific syntactic

structures. This phase is trained by self-supervised learning

using a randomly chosen section of Wikipedia due to

computational limitations. This first phase of training has

been performed only on the AWD-LSTM model since we

have used pre-trained models in Spanish for BERT and

RoBERTa [21] which are public and free access.

In the second phase of training, academic financial and

management textbooks were selected for self-supervised

learning. The objective was to improve the language model

and adjust it to the specific vocabulary and syntactic

structures of the financial and management field. This

process is commonly known as fine tuning. The third phase

of training consists of a regression model with the labeled

dataset described in Sect. 3.1. A set of fully-connected

layers with six regression outputs for the six labeling

dimensions described was added to each model. The

training set consisting of 943 professional profiles of

directors was divided into two groups, 80% dedicated to

training and the remaining 20% to validation at the end of

each epoch. This validation phase is used to modify the

hyperparameters of the model for the next iteration.

Finally, the fourth phase has been added to mitigate the

lack of training data. To achieve this, state-of-the-art

generative models are used that allow us to generate vari-

ations on the text that describes the professional profiles of

the directors. This phase is described in Sect. 3.3.1.

Figure 4 shows the four phases of training performed for

the AWD-LSTM model. The weights of this model, prior

to the first training phase, were randomly initialized. The

plots show the loss function for each epoch over the

training set and over the validation set. The first two phases

were trained for 10 epochs due to computational

limitations. The overfitting detected in the first two phases

of self-supervised learning is significantly reduced in phase

three when the regression is trained. Similarly, Figs. 5 and

6 show the training for the BERT and RoBERTa models,

starting in phase two since weights were initialized from

generic pre-trained models for the Spanish language.

All the results have been obtained using Python and

additional libraries such as PyTorch, Scikit-learn and

SHAP. The three models developed have very low com-

putational and storage requirements. The BERT and

RoBERTa models were trained for 24 h to obtain the

results shown. The AWD-LSTM model required 96 h of

training due to the first phase of language modeling on

Wikipedia being more computationally expensive. All

training was performed on a single NVIDIA Tesla P100

GPU with 16GB of memory.

3.3.1 Generative data augmentation

During the development of this work, artificial intelligence

services based on deep learning have rapidly become

popular. Among them is the GPT-4 (Generative Pre-trained

Transformer [23, 24]) system which is a conversation-ori-

ented transformer-based Large Language Model (LLM).

GPT-4 relies on transformers trained on a huge scale to

give rise to a very precise LLM. Additionally, it has been

trained through reinforcement learning to improve its

human interaction capabilities and comply with political

and social regulations and restrictions. Another widely

popular LLM which was recently updated is Llama2 [25].

This one, developed by Meta, is open source and its three

versions (which differ in their number of parameters) are

available for download.

Since the labeling of the dataset used in phase three of

the training has been carried out by a human expert in the

financial and business field, the volume of data available is

small compared to what would be recommended for good

training. It is for these reasons that the use of state-of-the-

art LLMs that allow applying data augmentation through

generative techniques is proposed. This is what is repre-

sented in phase 4 of Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 Description of the four

training phases
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The innovation that we propose in this work consists of

using the excellent text generative capacity of LLMs to

introduce variability in our dataset by generating iso-en-

tropic sentences. For each sentence of each biography in

our dataset, a variable number of iso-entropic sentences are

generated that contain the same information but expressed

in very different ways. This set of sentences will be used as

a generative data augmentation technique to improve

training, reduce computational requirements, minimize

overfitting and maximize the accuracy of the resulting

models. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the

first time that LLM models have been used to improve the

training of finance specialized DL systems such as the one

proposed in this work.

Fig. 4 AWD-LSTM training

metrics for the four phases

Fig. 5 BERT training metrics for phases two, three and four
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Both ChatGPT and Llama2 7B were used as para-

phrasing engines for the CV dataset. Both models were

instructed with a system prompt to rewrite each biography

as differently as possible from the original one, while

maintaining the whole meaning and context. This provided

us with a new dataset, effectively tripling the size of the

original one and taking advantage of the two LLMs writing

styles.

Finally, the three models were trained with this aug-

mented dataset in a final phase. Figures 4d, 5c and 6c show

the training metrics for each model with generative data

augmentation, where early stopping was used in order to

avoid overfitting. The AWD-LSTM was the one which

benefited the most from the data augmentation, as the train

and valid loss converge more quickly (Fig. 4d) and has less

overfitting than the basic regression model (Fig. 4c). BERT

follows with a slight enhancement, while RoBERTa shows

little to none improvement in the training phase.

3.4 Test phase

The test dataset consists of 100 profiles that were initially

separated from the labeled dataset. This test set was ran-

domly selected maintaining the percentage of significant

values among the different dimensions and was not used in

the training phase. The aim of this procedure is to ensure

that the test study significantly shows the generalization

capacity of the models developed in this work. It should be

remembered that the labeling carried out in Sect. 3.1 is

basically qualitative in nature despite having been

expressed in numerical form and that, therefore, this test

study should also be carried out qualitatively.

Inference has been performed on 100 profiles with six

categories for each of them and the results are compared

with the labeling using three different error metrics. The

RMSE was the loss function used during training. The

MAE is easily interpreted as the average deviation of the

predictions from the true values. Finally, the R-Squared is

the proportion of explained variance of the data by the

model (1 being a perfect fit).

In order to isolate the effect of generative data aug-

mentation technique, firstly, the results achieved in the first

three training phases are presented, as described in the

Fig. 3. Subsequently, the results achieved by performing

fine tuning of the models using the generative data aug-

mentation described in Sect. 3.3.1 are shown.

Figure 7 shows the results for the proposed AWD-

LSTM, BERT, RoBERTa and the four ensemble models.

Also, the best possible hypothetical ensemble case has also

been modeled, the one in which the model closest to the

truth represented by the labeling is always chosen. This

result is named Lower bound and is represented as a mark

Fig. 6 RoBERTa training metrics for phases two, three and four
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in the results bar. It can be seen that, both for the three base

models and the four ensembles, the MAE is higher in the F

(Financial) and E/C (Executive/Consultant) dimensions

than in the rest. That is, our models identify more accu-

rately the Audit/Tax/Accountant (A/T/A), Legal (L),

Political (P) and Academic (Ac) profiles. This result is

corroborated in Fig. 7b, where it is observed that the

RMSE is lower for these four categories, i.e., there are

fewer outliers and/or the magnitude of their deviation is

smaller. For the R2 metric the differences between the

dimensions are less notable. As can be seen in Fig. 7c, the

categories L, P and Ac are slightly more predictable than

the rest of the categories.

The mean value of MAE ranges between 0.08 and 0.13

for the seven models, which shows that our proposal is well

adapted to the classification of professional profiles, always

taking into account the qualitative nature of this profiling.

The AWD-LSTM model is the least accurate in MAE and

the one that generates more outliers which results in a

lower predictability value than the rest of the models (see

Fig. 7). BERT and RoBERTa behave similarly with slight

variations in some categories. The ensemble models

developed manage to combine the best characteristics of

the three base models. It can be observed that the best

ensemble is stacking, with an average MAE of 0.08 and the

worst is the Majority, with a value of 0.12. Stacking per-

forms consistently better for all six dimensions, even with

values very close to the ideal case (Lower bound). It is

significant that three of the ensembles always improve the

best base model, thus corroborating that the correct com-

bination of the different base models works better than

those models individually.

The accuracy of our models is limited by the small

number of available labeled biographies, 943 available for

the training phase and 100 for the testing phase. This is a

known issue that limits the learning ability of neural net-

works. Emerging DL-based conversational systems have

excellent language processing capabilities which can be

applied to increase the size of our labeled dataset. In this

work we have used generative LLM to increase the number

of biographies available using its ability to rewrite a text

while maintaining its basic meaning.

Fig. 7 Test study of the three base models and the four ensembles generated
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Using the new generated dataset, the three models,

AWD-LSTM, BERT and RoBERTa and the four ensem-

bles, were trained again. Figure 8 shows the comparative

MAE only for the best ensemble, stacking. The first bar

shows the stacking ensemble with the three base models

trained in the first three phases (see Fig. 3) and the second

bar shows the results when the models were fine-tuned with

generative LLM data augmentation. It is observed that the

ensemble with generative data augmentation does not show

significant differences in any of the six dimensions. We

think that the reason for not achieving a significant

improvement is that the rewrite created by generative LLM

does not generate enough variability either in syntactic

structure or in vocabulary to get a significant improvement

in the learning phase. Despite not significantly improving

the MAE, it must be remembered that generative aug-

mentation has greatly improved training, specifically by

eliminating overfitting and increasing the convergence rate,

as observed in Figs. 4 and 5. To achieve better results in

the future, a very detailed design of experiments and

control of the syntax and vocabulary generated by gener-

ative LLM will be required.

Based in the results shown, it can be concluded that the

test study carried out demonstrates the feasibility of our

proposal to generalize the extraction of board of directors

profiles of Spanish listed companies.

4 Interpretability

Deep learning models often are referred to as black boxes

due to the difficulty of interpreting their predictions.

However, in the financial field of research, interpretability

is highly valued as knowing the reasoning behind a pre-

diction provides useful insights in decision making. In this

section we perform an interpretability analysis of the DL

models used in this work.

To achieve the objectives of interpretability, it is nec-

essary to generate human-comprehensible arguments about

how our DL model operates. In this work, the SHAP model

is used to obtain values on the relevance of the words and

phrases that make up the natural language in the model’s

decision. In other words, the phrases and phrase fragments

that are most relevant in the output generated by the model

are identified. This allows for an expert in the area of

finance, without requiring deep computational knowledge,

to argue and justify about the results obtained in the model

in order to include them, with clarifying justifications, in

scientific works specific to their area. Specifically, the work

on explainability has allowed us to generate force diagrams

for each inference made by the model. In these diagrams,

for each of the six dimensions that make up the biogra-

phies, those fragments of phrases relevant to assigning a

greater weight to the dimension are represented versus

those that assign a lower weight to said dimension. These

force diagrams provide simple and open insights into the

DL model decision-making process.

To fully justify interpretability, we begin by presenting

the mathematical foundations used in the SHAP analysis,

followed by the results obtained with the dataset and the

financial models, along with the insights generated.

4.1 Methods

We use the methodology SHAP [12] (SHapley Additive

exPlanations) to analyze the interpretability of the three

deep learning neural networks. This state-of-the-art

explanation method is based both in the Shapley value and

LIME [26] (Local Interpretable Model-agnostic Explana-

tions). Shapley values come from the concept of game

theory, which needs a game and its players. In the field of

machine learning, we will consider our game as one indi-

vidual outcome of a model and our players will be the

independent variables included in the model. The Shapley

Fig. 8 MAE comparative

analysis of the Base Stacking

Ensemble vs the Augmented

Stacking Ensemble
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values are used to quantify the contribution that each

independent variable adds to every individual prediction

generated by the model. In our models, the independent

variables are the individual tokens (words) that conform

each biography.

To obtain a measure of the importance of each variable,

SHAP generates perturbations on the subsets of input

features and analyzes the outputs and how they change

based on those perturbations. This output value is called

marginal contribution (MC) and is expressed in Eq. 1,

where token is the variable to evaluate, set is the subset of

input features including the token, set-token is the same

subset without token and x is the input we feed to the

neural net.

MCtoken;setðxÞ ¼ PredsetðxÞ � Predset�tokenðxÞ ð1Þ

Let’s say we feed an input x of three tokens (or independent

variables) to our model: ‘‘Alberto fue profesor’’ (‘‘Albert

was a professor’’). Each combination of tokens should be

considered to compute the importance of each token. First

of all, it is necessary to compute the power set with all the

features, which gives us 2n ¼ 23 ¼ 8 coalitions, where n is

the number of independent variables. Now, SHAP needs to

infer eight predictive outputs, each one using a different

coalition of variables. This can be visualized in Fig. 9,

where each node contains the coalitions of tokens and a

prediction for the Academic (Ac) attribute of our models.

The value in the top part denoted by ; is merely the

average value of all the possible inputs, or in other words,

the prediction if the biography was empty.

For example, the marginal contribution for a set con-

taining only the token ‘‘profesor’’ is obtained with Eq. 2:

MCprofesor;fprofesorgðxÞ ¼ PredfprofesorgðxÞ
� Pred;ðxÞ ¼ 0:7 � 0:2 ¼ 0:5

ð2Þ

With the previous results, the marginal contribution of each

token can be calculated. For this purpose we have to

consider all the edges linking two nodes so that the upper

node does not contain the variable and the bottom one does

contain it. Generalizing to the result in [12], to compute the

SHAP value for any token in an input x we follow Eq. 3,

where jsetj is the number of tokens in the set and F is the

total number of tokens.

SHAPtokenðxÞ ¼
X

set:token2set

1

jsetj
F

jsetj

� �MCtoken;setðxÞ

ð3Þ

Applying Eq. 3 to our example we compute the marginal

contributions of ‘‘profesor’’ and therefore its SHAP value

as expressed in Eq. 4:

SHAPprofesorðxÞ ¼
1

1 �
3

1

� � � MCprofesor;fprofesorgðxÞ

þ 1

2 �
3

2

� � � MCprofesor;fprofesor;fuegðxÞ

þ 1

2 �
3

2

� � � MCprofesor;fprofesor;AlbertogðxÞ

þ 1

3 �
3

3

� � � MCprofesor;fprofesor;fue;AlbertogðxÞ

¼ 1

3
� 0:5 þ 1

6
� 0:6 þ 1

6
� 0:5

þ 1

3
� 0:4 ¼ 0:4833

ð4Þ

This process is computationally intensive so we have used

the algorithm developed in [12] which generates a good

approximation with much less computing requirements.

4.2 Results

We have computed the Shapley values for all the CVs in

the test set. In Table 1 we show the six most influential

words for each attribute and model. It can be seen that the

main tokens are directly related to activities compatible

with the corresponding attribute. There are some surprising

situations such as the influence of the word profesor in the

attribute P (Politician) or abogado (lawyer) in the same

attribute. These are indirect relationships which have been

identified by some of our models, and that contribute to a

more precise characterization of the attribute. In other

words, our models have been able to detect that a signifi-

cant percentage of politicians come from the field of law or

academia.
Fig. 9 Coalitions and Ac attribute outputs for the input ‘‘Alberto fue
profesor’’
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The models developed assign an implicit weight to each

token to accurately profile the CV of each person on the

board of directors. Using the described techniques it is

possible to create force plots to represent the weight that

each token has in the identification of an individual profile.

This plot shows, for each attribute, the impact of all the

tokens in the input and how they ‘‘push’’ the prediction

toward 0 (blue) or 1 (red). The base value in the top part is

the average value of all the inputs. We also highlight that

the transformers inputs are lower cased. We have select

several CVs with high values in the individual attributes

and compute the SHAP values for all the tokens. Using

these values, we can represent their force plots.

For a biography with a high value in attribute F (expe-

rience in Finance) as shown in Fig. 10, the models mainly

use ‘‘finance’’ and ‘‘financial’’ as well as ‘‘experience’’ and

‘‘partner’’. These outputs seem to be reasonable and very

human-like. For the characterization of the attribute E/C or

Executive/Consultant (see Fig. 11) tokens such as ‘‘dep-

uty’’, ‘‘enterprise’’, ‘‘leader’’ and ‘‘president’’ are marked in

red. However, in the LSTM model, words like ‘‘Marshall’’

should not appear as they belong to a company name and

do not imply leadership. As this is the attribute with the

most variable biographies, it is expected to find some

inaccuracies and slight overfit in the predictions.

Looking now into a directors’ CV with an experience in

Law (L attribute) the models seem to understand correctly

that ‘‘lawyer’’, ‘‘practicing’’ and ‘‘law’’ are important, as

shown in Fig. 12. In this case, the LSTM model slightly

decreases its prediction due to ‘‘energies’’ being present

and not being relevant. The attribute P (Politician) is rep-

resented by tokens such as ‘‘minister’’, ‘‘parliament’’ and

‘‘spokesperson’’ which are all reasonable and easily

understood by the networks despite the input being long.

The force plots are shown in Fig. 13. Finally, using an

input with a high value in the Ac (Academic) attribute (see

Fig. 14), words like ‘‘professor’’ or ‘‘technology’’ embrace

all the importance.

As a summary, the interpretability study allows the

identification of relevant phrases and generates the exact

value of the positive and negative weights of each word

and phrase in the quantification carried out for each biog-

raphy in each of the six dimensions. In this way it is now

possible to accompany each financial study with an annex

justifying its results. This annex explains the evaluation

carried out by the method through the use of numerical

values and specific phrases, and thus facilitates its accep-

tance and dissemination. Additionally, explainability mit-

igates the problem previously presented in this work of

lack of quality data, fundamentally due to the need for the

data to be generated by a human expert. The reason is the

increased reliability of the test phase because of the

quantitative and specific reports justifying and explaining

the results of the model. This can ensure that the model is

based on relevant information and not on spurious or cir-

cumstantial data.

However, while being extremely valuable in corporative

governance, this interpretability study presents a major

challenge: scalability. The amount of time required to

generate the insights for each token in a biography grows

exponentially with the size of both the input and model, so

the study is limited to neural networks with a smaller

number of parameters in comparison with current LLMs.

Table 1 Six most important tokens in the test set

AWD-LSTM BERT RoBERTa

F BANCO Banco Banca

Psicologı́a Capital Financiero

Capital Inversiones Inversiones

Activos Presidente Banco

Telefónica Inmobiliario Economista

Finance Bolsa Bank

E/C Presidente Abogado Profesor

Filial Inmobiliario Despacho

Obra Banco Contabilidad

Energı́as Presidente Abogado

Innovación Despacho Empresario

Telefónica Vicepresidente Socio

A/T/A FISCAL Fiscal Contabilidad

Despachos Auditorı́a Fiscal

ITT Contabilidad Auditorı́a

Materia Contables Corporación

Estate Economista Independiente

Filiales Tribu Financiero

L Abogado Abogado Abogado

Estado Despacho Despacho

Presidente Derecho Ejercicio

Gubernamentales Fiscal Legal

Ejercicio Ejercicio Derecho

Ilustre Auditorı́a Economista

P Inmobiliario Ministro Ministro

Ministro Economista Alcalde

Ahorros Abogado Gabinete

Liderazgo Presidenta Profesor

Innovación Nacional Gobierno

Telefónica Diputado Congreso

Ac PROFESOR Profesor Profesor

Medicina Economista Docente

Docente Doctor Doctor

Universidades Rector Titular

Doctor Presidente Universidad

Amplia Universidad Ejercicio
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5 A use case: comparative analysis over time

Next, a case study is presented as an example of the

application of the DL models developed to a complete set

of 6564 professional profiles of independent directors of

companies listed on the Spanish stock exchange. The board

of directors is the main corporate governance body,

responsible for the main strategic decisions of companies

and helps ensure that the interests of shareholders and

managers are closely aligned. Their functions include

management control and expert advice, which fall to a

large extent on the so-called independent directors, those

who are neither executives of the company nor represent

shareholders. The importance of these directors is reflected

in their beneficial influence on company corporate gover-

nance and other features of the organization [27]. In fact,

regulation, usually in the form of recommendations,

encourages a greater presence of independent directors on

the board of directors. In Spain, Recommendation 17 of the

Good Governance Code of Listed Companies (2015)

establishes that independent directors should make up at

least half of the total number of directors [28].

In addition, the diversity of the board is one way to build

an efficient board of directors because diversity brings

more perspectives, knowledge and experience into the

boardrooms, which enable the board to better exercise its

functions. In this regard, much attention has recently been

paid to board diversity in terms of age, gender or tenure.

However, the profile or specialization of directors has

received less attention, despite its importance in achieving

the expert advice function. The reason for this lesser

attention lies in the difficulty of obtaining the data, which

being qualitative in nature, are not available in the data-

bases used in finance research. This is where the applica-

tion of DL models is extremely useful for economics and

finance research. The analysis conducted allows us to

understand the profile of the boards of directors according

to the professional experience of each board member. As

we pointed out in Sect. 3.1, we defined up to six profes-

sional profiles representing key skills for the company.

They are as follows:

• Financial (F): Refers to those directors with experience

in the financial sector, whether in banking institutions,

any type of investment companies or the stock market

in general.

• Executive/Consultant (E/C): Directors who have held or

are currently holding different types of management

positions in other companies or have carried out

outstanding advisory tasks. These directors may have

experience in different business sectors and manage-

ment positions.

Fig. 10 Financial, F. Force plots for an input with attributes ½F ¼ 1;Rest ¼ 0�
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• Audit/Tax/Accountant (A/T/A): In this case, these are

directors with specific expertise in auditing, tax or

accounting.

• Legal (L): Lawyers and legal experts are classified in

this category.

• Political (P): Refers to directors who have held or are

holding public offices of various kinds, especially

political posts.

• Academic (Ac): Finally, this refers to those directors

with academic experience.

Almost all the skills identified in the bios can be assigned

to one of the six categories. Some are more general

(Executive/Consultant) and could be broken down, but we

have chosen not to do so because given the sample size, the

number of cases would be too small.

The previous literature highlights the importance of the

dimensions considered in this paper. Güner et al. [29] and

Booth and Deli [30] document that board members with

financial expertise significantly influence firm financing

and investment decisions. Likewise, according to the lit-

erature, independent directors help enhance firm value with

their industry experiences [31, 32] documents positive

market response to the appointment of successful

executives of other companies. Moreover, firms with

accounting expert sitting on their audit committees show

stronger accounting conservatism ([33]). Regarding legal

dimension, its importance is highlighted by works such as

that of [34], which shows that the presence of directors

with legal backgrounds is associated with higher financial

reporting quality. [35] find that the cost of bank loans is

significantly lower for companies with board members with

political ties and [36] point to the prevalence of directors

with background in politics for companies with significant

government contracts. Finally, some papers highlight that

academic directors play an important governance role

through their advisory and supervisory functions, leading

to increased R&D performance and investment ([37]).

In our model each entry is a biographical description in

free text format as described in Sect. 3.1. The inference

process of the three proposed DL models plus the four

ensemble models has been performed on this data reper-

toire. The results obtained should be interpreted qualita-

tively under the parameters obtained in the test study of

Sect. 3.4. In Sect. 4 an interpretability study was per-

formed to know the mechanisms on which each model is

based for the inference of free text sentiment describing the

professional profile. The test analysis coupled with the

Fig. 11 Executive/Consultant, E/C. Force plots for an input with attributes ½E=C ¼ 1;Rest ¼ 0�
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interpretability study provides tools to improve the under-

standing of the results obtained.

We propose as the main measurement index the Stan-

dard Expertise Profile (SEP) which expresses the expertise

in each of the six dimensions of the board of directors for

each company. It is calculated as the average of the

expertise of each director in each of the six dimensions

and, therefore, it is a vector of six positions of numerical

values in the interval [0,1]. The SEP index represents the

professional orientation of a company’s decision-makers

and, is therefore, directly linked to its corporate policy

strategy. Figure 15 shows the time evolution of the SEP for

all companies. Figure 15a plots the yearly mean SEP for all

companies over the period (2004, 2020). Figure 15b shows

the mean SEP grouped by relevant periods. Three periods

have been selected, precrisis in the interval (2004, 2007),

crisis in the interval (2008, 2013) and post-crisis in the

interval (2014, 2020). These data have been generated

using the ensemble described in Sect. 3.2.

The average number of independent directors per com-

pany at the beginning of the period analyzed stands at 3.6.

After decreasing slightly during the first years, between

2008 and 2013 it experiences a certain stability, before

starting an upward trend that continues until the end of the

period, in which the value stands at 3.9. Figure 15a shows

the average director profile of the companies in each year,

represented by the SEP index. There is a very significant

increase in the number of expertise units in the E/C profile

(directors who have held or are currently holding different

types of management positions in other companies or have

carried out outstanding advisory tasks), starting with 0.47

in 2004 and reaching more than 0.6 expertise units in 2020.

Therefore, companies are demanding profiles that provide

management experience and knowledge. Noteworthy,

although to a lesser extent, is the increase in the A/T/A

profile (directors with specific expertise in auditing, tax or

accounting), as well as the decrease in the L profile (law-

yers and legal experts), although the latter two are at a

much lower level than the former. The rest of the profiles

show a certain stability over the period analyzed.

The study period is then grouped into three stages

(Fig. 15b): precrisis, crisis and post-crisis. With respect to

the first profile, contrary to what might be expected, the

financial crisis does not seem to have provided an incentive

to increase the specialization in finance of the boards,

which hardly increases. However, as indicated above,

boards are strengthening their E/C profile and, to a lesser

extent, their A/T/A profile. There is also a significant

decrease in the legal and political profiles (the latter mainly

in the post-crisis period). It seems that companies no longer

see the value of maintaining a political profile after the

financial crisis. Finally, the academic profile remains con-

stant, with a small increase in the crisis stage, which is

maintained thereafter.

Fig. 12 Legal, L. Force plots for an input with attributes ½L ¼ 1;Ac ¼ 0:6;Rest ¼ 0�
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6 Conclusions

In this work we have developed and trained three DL

models based on recurrent networks (AWD-LSTM) and

transformers (BERT) to characterize, in six dimensions, the

free text career trajectory of Spanish listed companies’

independent directors. Additionally, four ensembles have

been implemented, three of them based on standard met-

rics. The fourth ensemble, stacking, is an innovative pro-

posal based on an MLP trained to choose the best

characteristics of each base model in each dimension. A

comprehensive test analysis has also been performed to

show the validity of our proposal, obtaining an MAE value

of 8% for the best ensemble combining the LSTM and

BERT models, on a dataset completely independent of the

one used in the training phase. Additionally, fine tuning

training has been performed using generative LLM data

augmentation. The results show that training with aug-

mented data is a promising technique, but requires addi-

tional work to achieve significant improvements. In

addition, a complete interpretability study has been carried

out using the SHAP methodology to identify the basic

information used by each model to generate inferences for

each biography. This study allows us to know the way in

which the models use the tokens in the inference process,

thus improving the explainability of the results. Finally, a

case study has been constructed using the DL models

applied to a corpus of 6564 biographies. This study shows a

clear increase in the E/C profile in the period (2004, 2020)

both in the study by years and in the study by periods.

There is also an increase in the A/T/A profile and a

reduction in the L and P profiles. It can be concluded that

Fig. 13 Politician, P. Force plots for an input with attributes ½P ¼ 1;E=C ¼ 1;Ac ¼ 0:3;Rest ¼ 0�
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the work carried out shows the feasibility of DL techniques

for the accurate analysis of biographies by demonstrating

very reduced MAE and providing mechanisms to improve

the explainability of inferences. Our DL techniques gen-

erate useful knowledge from unstructured data that could

not have been obtained by other means.
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